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Open-framework materials have been extensively studied because of
their widespread applications in catalysis, ion exchange, and separation.1

Since the discovery of the first open-framework germanate in 1991,2 the
interest in germanates has been growing steadily.3-5 Recently, one area
of increasing attention is introducing heteroatoms into germanate back-
bones to make novel open frameworks containing main-group elements
and transition metals.6 However, except for several lanthanide germanates
obtained by both the flux-growth method and a high-temperature, high-
pressure hydrothermal method in supercritical water,7 no systematic
investigation of lanthanide germanates has been carried out under mild
hydrothermal conditions. This is because of the fact that the conditions
for solubility of germanium dioxide (GeO2, a traditional germanium
source) and lanthanide oxide (Ln2O3) are incompatible: acidic and basic
solutions are favorable reaction systems for Ln2O3 and GeO2, respectively.
Recently, we have been extending our interest from B-Ge-O to
Ln-Ge-O systems for making novel lanthanide germanate frameworks
built from Ge-O and Ln-O or mixed Ln-Ge-O cluster units under
mild hydrothermal conditions. Because of the flexible coordination
geometries of Ge and Ln atoms, their ability to form Ge-O3,4 and Ln-O8

frameworks under rational conditions, and their unique cluster structural
units, the Ln-Ge-O system is likely to provide novel structures with
new topological frameworks.

To make open-framework lanthanide germanates under mild hydro-
thermal conditions, three approaches have been tried with the Ln-Ge-O
system in our lab: (1) replacing Ln2O3 with lanthanide salts in basic
solution; (2) replacing GeO2 with soluble germanium alkoxides in acidic
solution; and (3) using lanthanide salts and germanium alkoxides in acidic
solution. However, the first approach failed because the lanthanide salts
(oxide salts or alkoxides) were all hydrolyzed to form nondissolving Ln2O3

in basic solution, which could not further react with GeO2; the latter two
methods were also fruitless because of the very poor crystallization of the
product, although germanium alkoxides and Ln2O3 (or lanthanide salts)
have good solubility in acidic solution.

In previous work, we have successfully made a series of Ln-O cluster
organic frameworks in which formation of the Ln-O cluster unit is
induced by carboxyl groups of the ligand. Accordingly, another type of
organogermanium source, bis(carboxyethylgermanium) sesquioxide,
(HOOCCH2CH2)2Ge2O3 (H2E2Ge2O3, E)-CH2CH2COO-; Scheme S1
in the Supporting Information), was chosen as the multifunctional ligand
for the following reasons: (1) H2E2Ge2O3 with hydrophilic tails has good
solubility in water, forming a highly acidic aqueous solution (pH 4) that
may dissolve Ln2O3. (2) H2E2Ge2O3 contains two carboxyls and a Ge2O3

(OdGesOsGedO) core with two GedO bonds and thus not only offers
the possibility for structural derivatives but also is an effective precursor
for making extended frameworks. (3) The carboxyls may induce Ln ions
to aggregate into Ln-O clusters, and the Ge2O3 core can further
polymerize to form a Ge-O cluster when the GedO double bonds are

opened; thus, frameworks containing Ge-O and Ln-O clusters might
be obtained. Here we report the systematic syntheses, structures, and
properties of five lanthanide germanate frameworks under hydrothermal
conditions, [Nd8Ge12(µ3-O)24E12(H2O)7] ·13H2O (FJ-19) and [Ln11Ge12(µ3-
O)24E12(pa)6(H2O)10] · (Cl,2OH) ·nH2O [Hpa ) 2-picolinic acid; Ln ) Pr
(FJ-20a), Nd (FJ-20b), Eu (FJ-20c), Gd (FJ-20d); n ) 19 (Pr, Nd), 15
(Eu), 14 (Gd)], containing the high-nuclearity cage-shaped lanthanide
germanate clusters (LGCs) [Nd8Ge12(µ3-O)24(H2O)7]24+ (Nd8Ge12) for FJ-
19 and [Ln11Ge12(µ3-O)24(H2O)10]33+ (Ln11Ge12) for FJ-20, which act as
building blocks that link to each other via the E groups, forming novel
3D lanthanide germanate cluster organic frameworks (LGCOFs) (Figure
1). FJ-19 is a twofold-interpenetrating enantiomorphic pair of nets, while
the members of the FJ-20 series are noninterpenetrating LGCOFs.

Crystals of FJ-19 and FJ-20 were made by hydrothermal reaction of
H2E2Ge2O3 and Nd2O3 in water in the presence of HNO3 (pH 3) for FJ-
19, while for FJ-20a-d, H2E2Ge2O3 reacted with Pr6O11, Nd2O3, Eu2O3,
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Figure 1. (a-c) View of the Ge6 and Nd6 rings and the linking mode. (d) Side
view of the Nd8Ge12 cage. (e) Top view of the Nd8Ge12 cage surrounded by 12 E
groups, in which the arrows show the linking modes with three adjacent Nd8Ge12

cages. (f) Interpenetrating enantiomorphic pair of (10,3)-a nets possessing threefold
helices with opposite chirality along the [111] direction in FJ-19. One of the nets
is shown lighter. (g) Top view of the Pr11Ge12 cage surrounded by six pa ligands
and 12 E groups, in which the arrows show its linking modes with six adjacent
Pr11Ge12 cages. (h) Side view of the Pr11Ge12 cage. (i) View of the two types of
channels along the [100] direction in FJ-20a.
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and Gd2O3, respectively and Hpa in the presence of HCl (pH 3).9a X-ray
crystal structure analyses revealed that FJ-19 and FJ-20 crystallize in the
high-symmetry cubic space groups Ia3j and I4j3m,9b respectively.

In FJ-19, there are two kinds of wheel-shaped clusters with six-
membered Ge6 (Figure 1a and Figure S5) and Nd6 (Figure 1b and
Figure S6) rings. Three E2Ge2O3

2- moieties are polymerized to form
each Ge6 ring built by six corner-sharing Ge tetrahedra, with the E
groups radiating out of the Ge6 ring. Each Nd6 ring built from three
dimers is sandwiched between two Ge6 rings via 12 Ge-µ3-O-Nd
bridges to form a sandwich-type Nd6Ge12 cluster with two six-
membered-ring windows (Figure 1c) that are further capped by two
Nd ions, resulting in a spindle-shaped Nd8Ge12 cage cluster with
dimensions of 13 × 14 × 14 Å3 (Figure 1d). Of the 24 OCOO atoms
of the 12 E groups radiating out of the LGC (Figure 1e), 12 OCOO

atoms are flexed inward and link back to the Nd6 ring to stabilize
the Nd8Ge12 cage, while the other 12 OCOO atoms point out from
the Nd8Ge12 cage, with three pairs free and the other three pairs
bound to three adjacent Nd8Ge12 cages (Figure S7), giving rise to
a 3D LGCOF (Figure 1f and Figure S8) with a (10,3)-a network
and a SrSi2 (srs) topology.10a The extra-large channels of 15.0 ×
15.0/16.8 × 16.8 Å in the (10,3)-a network cannot be stabilized
by sufficient solvent molecules, so a second net of the same type
but opposite chirality interpenetrates the first one (Figure 1f).

In order to avoid interpenetration, a rigid chelating ligand, Hpa, was
introduced into the reaction system. Not only would the considerable steric
hindrance of Hpa occupy enough space to avoid the formation of the
interpenetrating networks, but also Hpa would stabilize new the LGC
formed in situ through the chelating coordination modes. As expected, a
series of isostructural and noninterpenetrating LGCOFs, FJ-20, were made.
Here, only FJ-20a is described in detail. The 23-atom Pr11Ge12 unit (Figure
1g,h) is derived from the 20-atom Ln8Ge12 unit (Figure 1d) with three
added Pr5 atoms linked to the Pr6 ring (Figure S11). In FJ-20a, 12/6
inward-/outward-pointing OCOO atoms of the 12 E groups play an important
role in stabilizing the Pr11Ge12 cluster, while of the remaining six outward-
pointing OCOO atoms, three are free and three link to three adjacent Pr11Ge12

units in a monodentate fashion (Figure S12). In addition, three adjacent
Pr11Ge12 units also join the central Pr11Ge12 cage through three outward-
pointing OCOO atoms. Therefore, each Pr11Ge12 cage is a six-connecting
node joined to six adjacent nodes to form a 3D LGCOF (Figure 1i) with
R-Po (pcu) topology.10b Although the pyridyl rings of the pa ligands and
the organic E groups are trapped inside the two types of channels, their
free diameters are still up to 7.1 × 7.1 and 4.2 × 4.2 Å, respectively
(Figure S13). The accessible void volume of the channels in FJ-20a is
11496.5 Å3, which occupies 34.2% of the whole unit cell volume.
According to the elemental and thermogravimetric (TG) analyses, there
are three counteranions (one Cl-, two OH-) and 19 solvent water
molecules located in the channels of FJ-20a, but these could not be
unambiguously located by X-ray analysis.4c,g

The solid-state luminescence of FJ-20c was investigated at room
temperature. FJ-20c displays intense red luminescence (λex ) 278 nm)
and exhibits the characteristic transitions of the Eu3+ ion, with the peaks
at 578, 594, 619, 651, and 700 nm are attributed to the 5D0f

7FJ (J )
0-4) transitions, respectively. The 5D0f

7F1 and 5D0f
7F2 transitions

correspond to the magnetic-dipole and electric-dipole transitions, respec-
tively. The former is fairly insensitive to the coordination environment of
the Eu3+ ion, while the latter, which corresponds to the strongest emission
at 619 nm, is hypersensitive to the environment of the Eu3+ ions. The
narrow peak at 578 nm is assigned to the 5D0 f

7F0 transition
corresponding to the symmetry-forbidden emission, which is strictly
forbidden in a field of symmetry. Thus, the above results reveal that the
Eu3+ ions in FJ-20c occupy sites with low symmetry and without an
inversion center. Notably, the I(5D0f

7F2)/I(5D0f
7F1) intensity ratio is

∼3.7, which further confirms that the Eu3+ ions are not in an inversion
center.11 This is also in agreement with the results of the single-crystal
X-ray analysis. The sorption of Ar gas by FJ-20b at 87 K displays a
type-I isotherm, as expected for microporous materials. The BET surface
area is 94.4 m2 g-1, which is close to that of NTHU-2 (112 m2 g-1).12

In summary, a series of novel 3D LGCOFs has been successfully made
under mild hydrothermal conditions using an organogermanium compound
as germanium source. The key points of the synthetic procedures have
been well-established, which indicates that this strategy not only offers
an effective and feasible way of making novel LGCOFs but also opens a
new avenue for making metal germanate hybrid materials. Work in
progress includes making novel functional LGCOFs by using larger rigid
N-containing carboxylate ligands and metal germanate hybrid materials
by using various metals salts under hydrothermal conditions. It is
reasonable to believe that the present work will be important in expanding
the study of germanates with open frameworks.
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